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Hall-conductivity sign change and fluctuations in amorphous NbxGe1Àx films
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The sign change in the Hall conductivity has been studied in thin amorphous Nb12xGex(x'0.3) films. By
changing the film thickness it is shown that the field at which the sign reversal occurs shifts to lower values
~from above to below the mean-field transition fieldHc2) with increasing film thickness. This effect can be
understood in terms of a competition between a positive-normal and a negative-fluctuation contribution to the
Hall conductivity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the puzzling and intriguing phenomena in type
superconductors is the sign change in the Hall effect near
mean-field transition at the upper critical fieldHc2. Such a
Hall anomaly has been observed in some conventional l
Tc superconductors, such as, moderately disordered Nb
V ~Ref. 1! and amorphous MoSi~Refs. 2 and 3! and MoGe
~Ref. 4! films, as well as most high-Tc superconductors
~HTSC!.5 Hagenet al.5 pointed out the importance of th
electron mean-free path for the Hall anomaly and conclu
that very clean and very dirty materials do not show H
anomalies. However, studies on amorphous dirty superc
ductors contradict this conclusion.2–4

Recent phenomenological approaches based on the t
dependent Ginzburg-Landau~TDGL! equation have qualita
tively explained the sign anomaly.6–8 In these theories, the
sign reversal is just a consequence of the difference in
between the normal~or quasiparticle! term and the supercon
ducting fluctuation~or vortex flow! term of the Hall conduc-
tivity. Several authors9–12 have derived the sign of the fluc
tuation~vortex flow! term from the TDGL equation for BCS
superconductors. Recent experimental studies13 on HTSC’s
have pointed out that the sign predictions of these theo
are not correct for HTSC’s, but they should be valid for BC
superconductors.

Even if the sign of the Hall-fluctuation conductivity wer
clear, its temperature and field dependence is a matte
discussion. Recent experimental studies on YBa2Cu3O72d
films14–16 and single-crystalline Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d and
Bi1.95Sr1.65La0.4CuO61d ~Ref. 17! have observed that the sig
change takes place aboveHc2, while other studies have
claimed that the sign anomaly takes place belowHc2. In this
problem, the definition ofHc2 as well as the temperature an
field dependence of the Hall-fluctuation conductivity is ve
important.

As reported in conventional amorphous films18 as well as
HTSC’s, the longitudinal conductivity in a perpendicul
magnetic field shows a smooth crossover from the parac
ducting regime to flux-flow regime aroundHc2, which is
strikingly different from the picture of the conventional flu
tuation theory in which the conductivity due to the dire
fluctuation contributions of the Aslamazov-Larkin~AL ! pro-
cess diverges atHc2.19 Thus, it was difficult to defineHc2
correctly from the fluctuation theory. Recent TDG
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theories,6 however, have successfully explained the smo
crossover aroundHc2 by taking into account the interactio
term of superconducting fluctuations of the AL proce
within the Hartree approximation. Later, Ullah and Dors
~UD! ~Ref. 7! developed this further and proposed a scal
theory for the longitudinal and Hall conductivities. This sca
ing approach is very useful to determineHc2 correctly and to
describe the field and temperature dependence of the con
tivities.

In this paper, we present measurements and analys
the longitudinal and Hall resistivitiesrxx and ryx for thin
amorphous~a-! Nb12xGex (x'0.3) films (Tc'3 K) ac-
cording to the TDGL theories. We confirm that the smoo
crossover in the longitudinal conductivity aroundHc2 is well
explained by the UD scaling theory as was fou
previously,20 and determineHc2. We then show that for the
thinner films the sign change in the Hall conductivity tak
place aboveHc2. Contrary to results on HTSC’s, we sho
that the sign of the Hall conductivity is consistent with th
TDGL theory for BCS superconductors. We discuss the o
gin of the sign reversal observed here.

II. EXPERIMENT

The films used in this study were deposited by rf sputt
ing on Si substrates held at room temperature in a sys
with a base pressure of 1026 mbar, using 1022 mbar Ar gas
as a sputtering gas. The thicknesses used were 16, 34
and 163 nm. X-ray diffraction showed the films to be amo
phous. The average composition for each film was de
mined by electron-microprobe analysis. The distribution
the compositiondx is less than 1%. The superconductin
mean-field transition temperature in zero field,Tc , was de-
termined from the temperature dependence of resistivity
using the AL fluctuation theory.21 From a previous system
atic study ona-Nb12xGex films,22 the distribution ofTc due
to dx is estimated to be less than 18 mK (dT/Tc&6
31023) aroundx50.3. Except for the film thickness, thes
films have the following identical parameters; the avera
compositionx'0.3, Tc'3 K, the normal-state resistivity
rxx

n '2.2 mVm, S[2d(m0Hc2)/dTuTc
'2 T/K, the

Ginzburg-Landau~GL! coherence length atT50 jGL(0)
'7.3 nm, and the GL parameter for dirty limitk'75.
These films were ion-etched in 200-mm-wide strips with
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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eight voltage and two current contacts. The longitudinal a
Hall resistivities are measured by a conventional dc fo
probe method. The longitudinal component due to the m
alignment in the Hall probes was subtracted by reversing
field direction. The films are immersed in liquid4He to ob-
tain good thermal contact. The magnetic field is normal
the film surface. The normal resistivityrxx

n in the tempera-
ture range of 1.5 K,T,5 K has a small temperature coe
ficient (rxx

n )21drxx
n /dT;21024 K21.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this study,rxx(5Ex /Jx) andryx(5Ey /Jx) were mea-
sured as a function ofH (um0Hu%8 T) at variousT. Figures
1~a! and 1~b! show the field dependence of the longitudin
sxx@[rxx /(rxx

2 1ryx
2 )# and Hall conductivities sxy

@[ryx /(rxx
2 1ryx

2 )# at different T for the 34-nm-thick film
with Tc52.77 K. To reduce the effect of pinning in th

FIG. 1. The field dependence of~a! the longitudinal,~b! Hall,
and~c! Hall-fluctuation conductivities at differentT of 2.08 K (s),
2.20 K (h), 2.47 K (n), 2.60 K (L), and 3.71 K (¹) for a
34-nm-thick film. The short and long arrows denote the sig
reversal fieldH* and the mean-field transition fieldHc2, respec-
tively.
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mixed state, the measuring current densityJ was selected to
be 1.43107 A/m2 that is much higher than the depinnin
current densityJc(;105 A/m2), but smaller than the depair
ing current density (;1010 A/m2).

Far aboveTc , sxx is field independent whilesxy is di-
rectly proportional toH, that is, the normal-state Hall effec
appears. The normal-state Hall conductivitysxy

n has a posi-
tive sign. Within the Drude model, the normal-state H
angle, tanuH

n , is given by

tanuH
n [sxy

n /sxx
n 5vct, ~1!

where vc is the cyclotron frequency andt is the elastic
scattering time of electrons. Compared with typical result
HTSC’s (vct;1022 at m0H51 T), the present films have
very small value ofvct;1025 at m0H51 T, indicating the
very small mean-free path to be expected for amorph
metals.

Near and belowTc one can clearly see thatsxy changes
sign at a certain fieldH* in Fig. 1~b!. We do not observe any
second sign change belowH* , in contrast to what has bee
reported for several HTSC’s.23 Far aboveH* , sxy recovers
the direct proportionality toH and the normal-state Hall ef
fect appears again, indicating that the superconducting fl
tuations are completely suppressed by magnetic field.
therefore can definesxy

n below Tc unambiguously.
In order to determineHc2, we use the UD scaling theory

According to this theory, the longitudinal conductivity
composed of the normal~or quasiparticle! term sxx

n and
superconducting-fluctuation~or vortex-flow! termdsxx , and
expressed as

sxx5sxx
n 1dsxx . ~2!

dsxx interpolates smoothly from the paraconducting regi
to flux-flow regime aroundHc2 and obeys universal scalin
functions F̃6 where F̃1(F̃2) is the scaling function forH
.Hc2(H,Hc2). These functions depend on the dimensio
ality governed by the ratio of the film thicknessd and the
length scalej for fluctuations of the order parameter ne
Hc2. For the thickness of the films in this study we can app
two-dimensional~2D! scaling functions.20 At each T we
identify sxx

n with sxx taken at a field~typically 7 T! where
sxy depends linearly on field andsxx is field independent.
dsxx is obtained by subtractingsxx

n from sxx . Figure 2
shows a typical scaling result. Here, the data are plo
aboveHc2(T)/3 where the lowest Landau level~LLL ! ap-
proximation for the scaling functions is valid.20 One can
clearly see that the scaled longitudinal fluctuation conduc
ity F̃xx

2D$[dsxx /@Csxx
n (A0

2Dt/h)1/2#% collapses on two uni-

versal curvesF̃6 as a function of the scaled fieldx2D given
by x2D[eH /AA0

2Dth, with eH5m0@H2Hc2(T)#/STc , al-
though deviations are visible at largeux2Du. Here, t5T/Tc
and h5m0H/STc are normalized temperature and field, r
spectively.C is related to the real part of the relaxation tim
of the order parameterg5g11 ig2. We take a dirty limit
value ofC51.447.20 The strength of thermal fluctuations fo
2D system,A0

2D , is given byA0
2D54A2GijGL(0)/d where

-
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Gi('531026) is the Ginzburg number.24 Very close to
Hc2, deviations due to the inhomogeneity in the composit
dx become apparent. Hence, we do not plot the data in fi
ueHu,(1/2)dTc /Tc'331023, which roughly corresponds
to ux2Du,0.2. In such a scaling plot, the unknown para
eters areSandHc2(T). In the temperature range close toTc ,
they are connected by the simple relationHc2(T)5S(Tc
2T). We first determineS from the scaling collapse of th
data close toTc and thisSvalue is used to determineHc2 far
below Tc in the scaling analysis. Thus, we can unambig
ously determineHc2 from the scaling collapse of the data.

Before proceeding to the result of theHc2 line, we com-
pare the scaling functionsF̃6 with those predicted in the UD
theory. The UD theory implies that the 2D universal fun
tions F̃6

2D in the high-field limit are given by

x2D51/F̃2D2F̃2D, ~3!

if the pinning effect in the flux-flow regime is negligible an
the fluctuation conductivity in the paraconducting regime
dominated by the direct fluctuation contributions of the A
process. These functions are applicable to the field ra
where the LLL is satisfied. The solid lines in Fig. 2~a! denote
these universal functions.F̃6 agrees well withF̃6

2D near
Hc2(21&x2D&6), while deviations are visible in the larg
ux2Du regime. In the paraconducting regime,F̃1 decreases
much faster thanF̃1

2D abovex2D'6. Such a rapid decreas
in dsxx was also observed far aboveHc2 in amorphous thick
films and attributed qualitatively to a phenomenologic
short-wavelength cutoff in the fluctuation spectrum.25 For the
other films (d516 and 60 nm! except for the thickest film
(d5163 nm),26 similar deviation ofF̃1 begins to appear a

FIG. 2. The scaled fluctuation conductivity plotted as a funct
of ux2Du at differentT of 2.08 K, 2.20 K, 2.47 K, and 2.60 K. The
current densityJ is 2.943107 A/m2 except for the curve at 2.08 K
where J51.473107 A/m2. The symbols correspond to those
Fig. 1. The solid curves represent the 2D universal scaling funct

F̃6
2D . S is found to be 2.16 from the scaling collapse of the d

taken at 2.47 K and 2.60 K close toTc52.77 K. TheHc2 values
for 2.08 K and 2.20 K are determined from the scaling collapse
the data using thisS value.
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almost the same value ofx2D'6, although the physical ori-
gin of the short-wavelength cutoff is not clear. The definiti
of sxx

n does not affect this behavior because the field
whichsxx

n is defined is much larger than the fields of intere
Hereafter, we regardx2D56 as the phenomenologica
boundary below whichdsxx is well described by the UD
scaling theory, and discuss our data below this boundary

From the scaling collapse ofdsxx we obtained theHc2
line for films with different thicknesses. To compare tho
results, we plot the normalized mean-field value
m0Hc2 /STc([hc2) against normalized temperatureT/Tc for
different films in Fig. 3. Good agreement is seen forHc2 of
all films. The solid line represents the mean-field line for t
dirty limit in the Werthamer-Helfand-Hohenberg~WHH!
theory, which is given by

ln~ t !5C~1/2!2C@1/21~2/p2!hc2 /t#, ~4!

whereC is the digamma function.27 TheHc2 line obtained is
well approximated by this relation, giving experimental su
port for the validity of the UD scaling theory.

Next, we turn to results of the Hall-fluctuation conducti
ity. In the TDGL theories,7 the Hall conductivity also con-
sists of a normal~or quasiparticle! term and a superconduc
ing fluctuation~or vortex flow! term,

sxy~H,T!5sxy
n ~H,T!1dsxy~H,T!. ~5!

Hence, we subtractsxy
n (H,T) from sxy(H,T), and plot

dsxy(H,T) againstH in Fig. 1~c!. The plot shows thatdsxy
always has a negative sign.Hc2 is denoted by the long ar
rows. With decreasingH the magnitude ofdsxy increases
monotonically and grows as 1/H at low H (!Hc2) ~not
shown! as the TDGL theories predict.28 Thus, the sign rever-
sal of sxy at H* always takes place whendsxy andsxy

n are
different in sign. Beforehand it is not clear whether or n

s

f

FIG. 3. m0Hc2 /STc plotted as a function ofT/Tc for different
films of 16 nm (j), 34 nm (d), 60 nm (m), and 163 nm (l)
thickness. The solid curve represents the mean-field line in the d
limit for the WHH theory. The corresponding open symbols sh
m0H* /STc for the same films plotted againstT/Tc . The dashed and
dashed-dotted lines represent the phenomenological bound
~given in text! for 34-nm- and 16-nm-thick films, respectively. Fo
clarity, the boundary for 60 nm is not shown.
7-3
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H* is aboveHc2, becausesxy
n anddsxy depend in different

ways on the electronic structure of the material. As one
see in Fig. 3, in the thinnest filmH* ~denoted by open sym
bols! is always aboveHc2 but below the phenomenologica
boundary where scaling analysis starts to fail. It may
worth pointing out thatH* decreases monotonically wit
rising T and terminates finally at a certainT* aboveTc0 in
zero field. With increasingd, H* moves systematically
closer toHc2 and it finally shifts below~but very close to!
Hc2 for the thickest film, implying that the contribution o
the negativedsxy to positivesxy

n decreases with increasin
d. These results support the view that enhancing the su
conducting fluctuations by reducingd leads to an increasing
negative Hall conductivity working against positivesxy

n ,
which is responsible for the sign reversal aboveHc2.

We now discuss the field and temperature dependence
dsxy , in comparison with the UD scaling theory. Accordin
to this theory,dsxx anddsxy have the same field and tem
perature dependence and their ratio should be independe
H and T. Note thatdsxy /dsxx52g2 /g1, the ratio of the
imaginary and real part ofg.7 We did not find scaling of
dsxy . A recent study on YBa2Cu3O72d films14 has pointed
out that the failure of the scaling ofdsxy can be attributed to
the additional contributions of the Maki-Thompson~MT!
process, which are not taken into account in the UD theo
However, the MT process cannot explain the present re
because the strong pair-breaking effect in the amorph
dirty films should lead to a small contribution.25,29 As one

FIG. 4. ~a! The ratio of the fluctuation conductivities
2dsxy /dsxx , plotted as a function ofx2D at T52.08 K for the
34-nm-thick film with different J of 1.4 kA/cm2 (s) and
4.4 kA/cm2 (h). ~b! The corresponding longitudinal (s,h) and
Hall fluctuation conductivities (d,j) are also plotted as a functio
of x2D with different J. Inset in~a! shows theT/Tc dependence of
g2 /g1(52dsxy /dsxx) at Hc2 with different thickness of 16 nm
(h), 34 nm (s), 60 nm (n), and 163 nm (L).
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can see in the inset of Fig. 4~a!, contrary to the UD scaling
theory, 2dsxy /dsxx at Hc2 increases monotonically with
cooling. Similar temperature dependence of2dsxy /dsxx

has been reported for amorphous MoSi films.3 We conclude
that the main reason for the scaling failure is the tempera
dependence ofg2 /g1. Further microscopic calculation
based on the BCS theory are required to explain this eff

The field dependence of2dsxy /dsxx is shown in Fig.
4~a! for two current densities. In the field range (21&x2D

&6) where dsxx follows the UD scaling theory,
2dsxy /dsxx is independent ofJ and depends only weakly
on x2D. As one can see in Fig. 4~b!, however, in the same
field range both conductivities change almost one decad
magnitude and their dependences onx2D look very similar.
Hence, we believe that bothdsxx anddsxy in the paracon-
ducting regime (0<x2D&6) are dominated by the direc
fluctuation contributions of the AL process and thus the c
tributions of the AL process are responsible for the s
change of the Hall conductivity aboveHc2.

Finally, we discuss the origin of the sign insxy
n anddsxy

for our amorphous films. The sign ofsxy
n depends on the

sign of the group velocityv@[(1/\)]«/]k# of electrons at
the Fermi level where« is the energy andk is the wave
number. Because of the absence of band structure, the a
phous materials are generally more free-electron-like t
their crystalline counterparts. Therefore, the simple am
phous metals generally have negativesxy

n because of a posi
tive group velocity (v}k.0).30 Most of the amorphous
transition metals~TM’s!, however, have positivesxy

n .31 The
origin of this positivesxy

n has been attributed to thes-d
hybridization interaction in the TM, which leads to a neg
tive group velocity (]«/]k,0) at the Fermi level if the
Fermi energy«F lies within the d band.31–33 The TM-
metalloid-type amorphous superconductors NbGe as we
MoGe and MoSi belong to amorphous TM’s and have po
tive sxy

n .
In the TDGL theory based on BCS superconductors

Nishio and Ebisawa,10 the sign ofdsxy is determined by the
electron-hole asymmetry, i.e., by the sign of2N8, where
N8@[dN(«)/d«u«5«F

# is the energy derivative of the den

sity of states~DOS! N(«) at the Fermi energy. Numerica
calculations of the DOS for, e.g., amorphous Ni imply32 that
the total DOS near«F is dominated by the DOS for thed
band whose energy dependence is characterized by a
near the center ofd-band«d and roughly approximated by
parabolic energy dependence with negative curvature,
N(«)}2(«2«d)2. Similar energy dependences of the to
DOS have been commonly observed for various amorph
TM-metalloid alloys by photoemission experiments.34 Be-
cause Nb is a less than half-filled 4d-band metal,«F lies
below the center of the 4d-band«4d . Thus,a-NbGe films
have positiveN8. The same argument holds fora-MoGe and
MoSi, since Mo is also a less than half-filled 4d-band metal.
Thus, sgn(dsxy)5sgn(2N8),0 in botha-NbGe,a-MoGe,
anda-MoSi films.2–4 These findings give experimental su
port for the prediction of the sign ofdsxy in the TDGL
theory for BCS superconductors.
7-4
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IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have measured the longitudinal and H
resistivities for thin films of the dirty superconducto
a-Nb12xGex (x'0.3) nearHc2. We confirm thatdsxx obeys
the 2D scaling functions of the UD fluctuation theory. W
find a good agreement of the obtainedHc2 line with the
WHH theory, supporting the scaling procedure. The failu
of the scaling collapse ofdsxy is attributed to the tempera
ture dependence ofg2 /g1. The Hall conductivitysxy in thin-
ner films shows a sign change at a certainH* that is above
Hc2 but in the regime wheresxx follows the UD theory.
With increasing film thickness,H* moves closer toHc2 and
it finally shifts below~but close to! Hc2 for the thickest film.
The negative contribution of the superconducting fluct
tions of the AL process working against positivesxy

n is re-
ev

i,

.L.
b,

y

er

,

B

01450
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sponsible for the sign change aboveHc2. The negative sign
of dsxy in the present films is consistent with the electro
hole asymmetry in the framework of the TDGL theory f
BCS superconductors.
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